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From the President
Hi All,
Here we are in July and we’re still battling to beat the virus,
although in most States the rules have been relaxed
enough to allow us to get back to fishing and enjoy some
time together talking about it afterwards.
Hopefully, you are all aware that point scoring for national
trophies and also Australian Records re-opened on July 1st
and judging by some of the reports you’ll find through this
newsletter the fishing has been great in many areas.
Two real highlights of this edition are contributions from
anglers and on that note, if you wish to contribute, please
email articles to Peter Coote (secretary@gfaa.asn.au) and if
we find them acceptable, we’ll be more than happy to
include them in upcoming newsletters.
The first article from Shane Hodgens is about land based
shark fishing in South Australia, which really shows how
diverse game fishing can be if you are prepared to adapt to
the conditions.
The second is from India Thompson of the St Helen’s GFC in Tasmania. She’s clearly
been a keen angler going back to her junior days, she still has the passion for the sport
that most of us have and her tales of catching southern
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We are still hopeful of holding an annual general
meeting under the usual format, including holding a
dinner and awards presentation evening. The executive
is continuing to monitor the situation and as soon as we
can confirm the date, venue and format, we will let
everyone know.
Finally, as you will see, both Garmin and Shimano have
joined us as corporate members and I would like to
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welcome them to the Association. As a very satisfied customer of both organisations I
am looking forward to their involvement into the future and being kept right up to date
on their products first hand. Congratulations too, to past president Doug for the work he
put into getting them both involved.
I hope you enjoy this edition and would like to thank all those who contributed.
Tight Lines

President

Amendment to Tag and Release Guidelines
The GFAA Executive met on 8th July. Among the agenda items was a discussion concerning the
Guidelines for Tag and Release and a proposed amendment. The correction below was agreed to
be implemented immediately.
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Corporate Membership - Doug Sanderson
Publicity Officer and Past President GFAA
Following the successful agreement with Garmin to become the
Association’s first Corporate Sponsor, we are very pleased to advise that
Shimano has confirmed its intention to take up a similar arrangement.
There will be a lot more about Garmin and Shimano products in future Newsletters.

quatix® 6
The quatix® 6 multisport GPS smartwatch with specialised marine features includes
comprehensive connectivity with compatible Garmin chartplotters and other devices to offer
autopilot control, data streaming, sail racing assistance, Fusion-Link™ entertainment control and
much more. It supports optional BlueChart® g3 coastal charts with improved chart presentation.
It provides advanced fitness features for all-day wearability. Other features include built-in
activity profiles and performance metrics for water and land sports, smart notifications,
enhanced wrist heart rate, and access to Garmin Connect™ and Garmin Pay™ contactless
payments.

More Information…. https://buy.garmin.com/en-AU/AU/p/725447
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Queensland – Josh Cox
GFAA Executive - Queensland South
Light tackle fishing has been firing once again on the outside of Fraser Island
with lots of little blacks out and about.
A number of Mooloolaba GFC and Sunshine Coast GFC boats have been heading up
north to get in on the action with great results. Some boats have even tagged 20+ fish in
a day.
A SCGFC junior, Bryce Bartleson tagged 18 little blacks on board Pole Dancer with Dave
McMaster at the wheel. Jay Graham and his crew on Chaos also managed to tag 27
blacks over 3 days. The fish being caught up there have been recorded as being as small
as a few kilos.
The tag program is working well with up to 3 recaptures that I know about in the area. A
fish from Reel Crazy was recaptured just 10 days after being first tagged in the same
area.
The Sunshine Coast has a seen a run of winter sails with one boat tagging 3 on the last
day of the season. Robert Smith, a local charter boat operator on his boat, Capricorn,
tagged a black marlin on the 1st of July kicking the season of with a bang.
Just a friendly reminder that Queensland waters will have its first closure of snapper and
pearl perch from the 15th July for a month, both fish are a no-take species during this
period.
Joshua Cox
GFAA South Queensland.

Sandy Cape juvenile black

Baby black of
less than 1kg

marlin fishery has been going
off in recent weeks.

Images thanks to
Doug Sanderson
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Hervey Bay and Fraser Island
Doug Sanderson - Publicity Officer, Past President GFAA
This baby black marlin was caught off Fraser Island by Ben Massurit aboard Chaos. The
fish was taken out of the water to make sure it was not damaged when placing the tag.
They also caught several 1kg fish that are just too small to tag without damage.

See more juniors’ small blacks on the Junior Tournament Page 22.
There have been a number of
recaptures in recent weeks
from fish tagged earlier in the
year. It appears these small
fish are just staying on the bait
off Sandy Cape and feeding
and growing until they get to a
size to move on down the
coast. Fish being caught are
from 1kg to 11kg obviously
different spawning events.
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Queensland North - John Munro
Hooked Bluewater Sportsfishing Tackle Cairns, Yorkeys Knob Sport Fishing Club
Things are really starting to heat up in North Queensland. With all the comps about to
kick off, the season begins at Yorkeys Knob Sportfishing Club on the 1st & 2nd of August
hosting their Light Tackle Slam which is predominately a billfish tournament but with
other categories for pelagics. It then heads down to Townsville and returns to the far
north with Cairns Bluewater Sportfishing Club hosting their Light Tackle Billfish
tournament on the 21st to 23rd August. The following week Innisfail hosts their Light
tackle billfish tournament. August is going to be an action packed month and we look
forward to posting results in the next issue.
Cairns has seen reasonable numbers of billfish caught already this season. It all started
around Easter. When speaking with local fisherman Andrew Dow the skipper of a private
boat called “Still-Got-It” they managed to pick up this nice sailfish with the angler Teresa
MacFarlane on a “Pakula Cockroach” these guys started bottom fishing and managed a
few “Large Mouth Nannies” then they decided it was time to change it up and go for a
troll, once the lines were set it only took 5 minutes before this awesome sailfish was
hooked up. Well Done Guys
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Another private boat skippered by
Kain Margo messaged me and
when talking with him he confirmed
that two days in a row they
managed to hook up and land two
juvenile black marlin, This private
team of anglers onboard Kain’s
boat choose to run garfish behind a
soft chugger head. The two anglers
were Emanuele Timpone on the
first day and Addison Mckeown on
the second. This team have really
started to dial in and hone their
skills. Skipper and owner Kain said
he wanted to give a shout out to the
guys at Hooked Bluewater
Sportfishing Tackle for their
information on rigging and setting
the spread of bait and lures. Well
done guys, amazing effort.
Fishing has been so impressive in
North Queensland. Llucky angler
Isaac Galea was fishing in Mackay
on his slow pitch jigging rod when
his luck turned for the better.
Instead of bottom fishing/jigging he
was now hooked up to juvenile
black marlin which ate his 60gram
Entice Juice jig using a PE3
Murasame rod and a 5k Stella with
60 pound leader....WHAT!!! an
amazing effort well done Isaac
champion effort.
The professional charter fleet has
not been sitting on the sidelines. As
soon as they were allowed to leave

the marina after Covid restrictions had been lifted
they were definitely out there to show us all how it’s
done, I was speaking with the team onboard “Bounty
Hunter” after they just returned to the marina with
their fantastic results of six from nine billfish for the
day. top work guys amazing team and a stunning
boat.
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Another professional team skippered by Jason Legg is “Topwater Sportfishing” these guys
have just had a massive refit and the boat is looking epic, not only does the boat look
amazing but the numbers of fish they have been getting has been off the charts with
days consisting of stats like 10 from 13. It’s what makes them a highly competitive and
well regarded team. Pictured at bottom left is Captain Jason Legg.
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Shimano Australia has recently launched a great new range of product that will be
available in your local tackle store soon. The iconic Saragosa has undergone a significant
upgrade with the new SWA series, the new Vanford spinning reel will replace the Stradic
Ci4+ globally and there is a great range of Fishing Bags and Luggage on the way. There is
also plenty of other great tackle, so make sure you check out the Shimano Tackle Tour
video to learn more about the new range.
This link will take you to news page for the products:
https://www.shimanofish.com.au/content/fish/oceania/au/en/homepage/productnews.html
An outstanding video, well worth viewing: https://youtu.be/eLpwS5QCkbU

News
Resumption of GFAA Scoring and Records
For those who may have missed it, the GFAA Annual Awards scoring which was
suspended on 31st March has resumed from 1st July. Claims for Australian Records will be
accepted for captures from the 1st June.
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South Australia
Shark Fishing on the Lower Eyre Peninsula
Shane Hodgens – The Game Fishing Club of SA
There are times when the wind blows and you just can’t escape it. This happens mostly
on planned fishing trips to areas where the fishing has been red hot for weeks on end.
No matter what you do, these windy days just can’t be avoided and the choice is to
postpone your trip or come up with another solution.
Land based shark fishing over the warmer months when the wind blows can often save
the day and there are plenty of options around the state that offer some excellent shark
fishing from the shore.
Over the years
Jake hooked up to a nice bronze whaler off the rocks
especially when
much younger
this was all I used
to do, fishing the
Adelaide metro
jetties, rocks and
beaches of the
Yorke Peninsula.
Many great
captures and bust
offs were had. I
have since moved
to Port Lincoln
and resided here
since 2003. The
first few years I
spent fishing for
sharks from the
shore and found
the shark fishing
excellent, then with a boat, I moved on to other fish and left the sharks behind. In the last
few years I have dusted off the game gear and hooked up to some big bronze whalers
again.
In February this year I had one such trip where the wind blew constantly for close to
three weeks keeping the boat grounded. Instead of cancelling a week off it was time to
get the big gear out and give shark fishing from the rocks a go.
Coffin Bay National Park is one of the best land based locations that I have come across
for big sharks mostly bronze whalers but also hammerheads and I’m sure makos could
be an option for anyone who would put in the time. There are plenty of rock ledges and
beaches close to deep water where sharks tend to be close by and sometimes in big
numbers. Other than on northerly winds you can fish many areas within the park.
GFAA Newsletter July 2020
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On my latest trip I was accompanied by fishing mate Jake. We had 25-30 knot SE winds
and low swell, perfect conditions for shark fishing from my chosen rock ledge. After a 2½
hour 4WD adventure through the park we arrived and quickly set up for the afternoon
and night fishing session. We both deployed our baits set under balloons which didn’t
take long to get out 100m from the rocks. I was using a 24kg set up and Jake was going
lighter using 15kg. We were both using tuna as bait.
I was anticipating a fairly long wait thinking that our first hook up would be well into the
night but that wasn’t the case. After 30 minutes the balloon on Jake’s line disappeared
and line began to fast leave his reel, a good shark was hooked up. Once Jake set the
hooks the shark hammered off straight out to sea and we could tell this was going to be
a battle. Jake managed to slow the shark and turn it around. After about 10 minutes the
shark wasn’t too far from the shore, maybe 30 metres out, and I was getting the tail
ropes ready. The fish had other plans and certainly wasn’t ready to come in, it took off
again but this time along the coastline to our left and around a rocky point 300m away.
There was no hope of trying to keep up with it and all Jake could do was hold on and
hope for the best. Eventually the shark unfortunately busted off.
Lines were redeployed and next it was my turn. 20 minutes later my balloons exploded
and my reel started to scream. Being the first crack at a shark for the season I was a little
too keen and didn’t let the shark take the bait properly and pulled the bait from the
shark’s mouth, the bait was in good condition so I used it for a second time. Once the
balloons were set back in roughly the same spot the shark came back almost as soon as I
put the ratchet on the reel. The shark hit hard, this time I let it have a good chew on bait
Jake with a good night time bronze whaler caught off the beach – tagged and released
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and resisted striking too early. When the hooks were set the shark took off and I knew it
was a decent size.
After about 10 minutes it was in close and we got our first glimpse of an around seven
foot bronze whaler, not long after we had it tail roped and up on the rocks. A quick
picture and tag placed, we sent it back in the water where it swam off strongly.
I let Jake have the next shot as I needed to get my breath, after an hour of sitting it out I
put my line back out, after a further 15 minutes I was on again. This shark was much
larger than my first and I could really feel the power as it was taking some short powerful
runs.
Getting it in fairly close we thought we had it beaten but it took off again this time to our
right side and into another bay where there was a small rocky point, always a danger
area. I thought once the shark gets there it will be gone and once it reached the rocky
point it won its freedom snapping off at the leader.
By now the sun was setting well behind the horizon and getting dark quickly. Baits were
set out again, I went to the car to get ready for the cool night ahead. I was caught out half
way getting changed when my reel screamed in the darkness; I couldn’t believe this hot
bite. I had hooked up again into another big powerful shark. After 20 minutes the shark
was in close and did the same thing as the last one, taking off to the rocky point to the
right and busting off. I couldn’t believe it, being pretty much exhausted by now I kept my
rod out of the water leaving it up to Jake.
Within 20 or 30 minutes Jake had hooked up again on 15kg mono. This fish was staying
right out wide and had emptied over half of the line on the Shimano Talica 25, it changed
direction multiple times. After a fight of around 40 minutes it was in close but then
headed for the rocky point off to our right that had already claimed previous hook-ups.
If we kept the pressure on the shark it would almost probably break off so the call was
made to ease the drag and let the shark swim past the point which it did. The problem
now was it heading into the next bay where there weren’t many areas to land it other
than on the beach some 600 metres away, and it was pretty dark. We had to walk along
the cliff top and guide the shark to the beach. We still didn’t know just how big it was but
we had a good feeling now that we might land this one.
After 1½ hours from the time the shark was hooked we had a 9ft bronze whaler beached,
proving to be one of the hardest sharks I have seen landed from the rocks. After pictures
and tag placed in the shark it was sent back on its way and swam off in good condition. It
was a great capture from the rocks and on 15kg mono line.
We headed back to the car with the time close to midnight and were happy to call it a
night after a quick drink and off to sleep. It had been one of the best shark bites off the
rocks either of us had experienced. Even though we didn’t land all of them it was
certainly one of those unforgettable fishing moments!
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Shane Hodgens with a bronze whaler on the rocks before release

The gear we use are lever drag game reels, mostly Shimano and a mixture of Tiagra’s and
Talica’s. In the 25 - 50 size range they are more than big enough for the sharks that are
around here. They are matched up with custom built rods in the 15-24kg line class and
either 7ft or 8ft in length. Good land-based game rods are hard to find these days and it’s
best to have them built to your requirements.
Monofilament line is preferred over braid as mono holds up much better when it rubs
over the rocks. Hooks we use are 12/0 circles Mustard, Eagle Claw or BKK Monster Circle
hooks work well and all are crimped onto 300lb nylon coated wire.
Bait we used was tuna, the heads are excellent if they have the gills still intact and the gut
still attached, any offcuts from tuna are also used. salmon, mackerel, bonito and
strongies are also particularly good baits which sharks love.
It’s not everyone’s thing and is very challenging and can be dangerous if you don’t use
your brain but when the wind blows too strong and if you’re on the west coast there are
plenty of game fishing opportunities and no shortage of sharks.

This article was originally published in “The POINTER” the official newsletter of The Game
Fishing Club of South Australia Inc
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Tasmania – India Thompson
St Helens Game Fishing Club
My father and I have been fishing the east coast waters of Tasmania
since I was a little girl, all with the aim of creating memories and
catching fish. Perhaps the most prized for us would be a southern bluefin
tuna over 100kg.
Having caught my first small schoolie when I
was 12, there was a sense of belonging which
has continued to drive me back to the water
every day since. When I was 15 years of age, I
pulled the hook on what was to be the ultimate
beginning of my game fishing passion when,
after 3½ hours we lost our first jumbo bluefin.
Unaware of what the future was to hold, six
years on and six large bluefin later we finally
boated a spectacular fish after two hours on the
famous Pulfords Reef, off Scamander. The six
fish ranged in size and fighting style with two
lost to human error and others involving pulled
hooks and snapped line.
Lately this reef has been the primary residence
of large tuna from April through to September
and has provided fish ranging from 10kg to 150kg. Easily accessible by a wide range of
boats and keen fisherman it has proved a hotspot for all who would like to catch that
dream fish, being a schoolie tuna or the magnificent jumbo.
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There was an afternoon bite at the reef; we travelled there with the intention of catching
a bluefin on fly, as there is no current women’s world record. The morning proved quiet
before we changed our spread in search of a bigger model. An hour after the spread
change our Jon Niiyama hand-made Hawaiian lure was disappearing at an alarming rate.
As seal depredation has become an issue in recent years, skipper and father Gary
Thompson attempted to pull the bluefin as far from the reef as possible and after two
hours the fish was boated and what began as a goal of a young girl, was now the reality
for a young woman.

The action doesn’t stop there, travelling 12 miles offshore takes you to one of the most
underrated swordfish grounds in the world. My first swordfish was 267kg and
unfortunately died during the fight, however, the fish set the new junior female world
record. Since this capture we have tagged many broadbill ranging from 100-250kg. The
most notable swordfish capture was my 115kg swordfish on 15kg line. After 6½ hours we
boated the fish and it has since become the highest point score capture in Tasmanian
history. This tested me, the crew and the skipper as our patience and respect for this epic
species was ever-increasing.
Years on, I have found myself looking for another challenge, which left me searching
through the record books only to stumble across the women’s world record on 24kg. This
seemed like one of the most achievable challenges. I was mistaken. The sword bite had
been running hot, so we decided this was our chance to get involved with the action and
ultimately attempt to break this long-standing record. Our first trip saw us pop the line
after an hour and half, and our second attempt had the same result.
GFAA Newsletter July 2020
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However, the most recent trip was like nothing we ever expected. Our bait hit the bottom
and before we knew we were loaded up, the fish was hurtling towards the surface rising
from over 500 metres before my father and I got a good look and confirmed the species.
This was the fish, it was well over the current record and perhaps something that has
never been uttered by any fisherman, “a little too large”. As it was only my father and I
onboard we were outgunned from the start. We radioed to a nearby vessel who dropped
one of their crew and one of our good friends aboard to offer some assistance. As we
were completing the transfer the fish surfaced 80 metres from the boat and its tail stood
out like the mast of a yacht, confirming this was the biggest swordfish we’ve ever seen.
Unbeknown to us,
this was the last
time we would see
this monster of a
fish, back to the
bottom it went as
we continued to
fight with 8kg of
drag for 6½ hours
while it was taking
demoralising runs.
The sun was
getting close to the
horizon and we
had to make a
decision, with
limited lighting and
mental strength,
we chose to take
the drag to sunset.
The Platypus
monofilament held
up strongly with
14kg of drag for
another 2½ hours.
Rain began to
pour, the wind was
increasing and the
eeriness of the
night was
increasing. The
fish would run and then freely rise to the surface, the dark night provided us only with
vision of the diamond lights flashing around the boat, it felt like a scene straight out of
jaws.
With growing concern that this fish would never stop, I said to my father “I have to lock
this off. It will come or it will swim away”. After another 30 minutes with the drag fully
locked off the monofilament still held strong and we began to make some ground before
GFAA Newsletter July 2020
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the Platypus mono could do no more. It snapped, leaving three physically battered,
mentally bruised and drenched individuals to make the journey home at night.
Back at the ramp we had worlds of support and were able to catch three hours of sleep
before we were up to fish a hugely successful bluefin tournament the next day. Without
a doubt the 10 hour fight pushed us to our breaking points, but even with the loss of the
fish we feel we achieved something spectacular as a crew, we could only take the lessons
learned and apply them to the our next attempt.
There is no doubt in my mind that St Helens arguably has the world’s best swordfish
fishery, with one of the larger fish being 356kg clean. I challenge anyone, globally, to
please contact me if you know of another place in the world where you have access to
350kg plus swordfish, within a 20-minute boat trip. There are many walking the streets
with stories to tell of their battle with the gladiator of the sea and many more who will I
am sure join that club. Who would have thought, even 10 years ago, rank amateurs
would be dropping rocks 500 metres down and hooking up to some of the world’s largest
broadbill. A local family can pick their weather, hook up their 18-foot trailer boat, launch
at the ramp with no swordfish experience and still battle 300kg fish. Bites are common at
the right time of the year and this is evident as vessels have tagged three fish in one day
all over 150kg. There is no other place in the world with this incredible access and
opportunity.
We are extremely fortunate to have world class fishing just minutes from our local boat
ramp. One of the more pressing factors of these captures is the lack of involvement from
females within the industry and the sport we all love so dearly. In my short 21 years of
involvement there has been a significant change in participation rates with more females
gaining the confidence to achieve bigger and better things out on the water. Luckily,
opportunity allowed me to develop a love for the sport and this was only achieved
thanks to the support of my dedicated father.
My message to others, not just regionally or
nationally but globally, is take your daughter,
mother, girlfriend, or sister for a fish. It will
change their lives; the benefits from a day on
the water with those that mean the most, will
far exceed your expectations. After boating
my first jumbo I cried uncontrollably, not
because of the fish, because of the amazing 6
years I had on the water with my father in
pursuit of this fish.
Over time the fish become irrelevant, yes,
they are the cherry on top and the ultimate
goal, but some of the best days on the water a
reel may not turn. Involve all, accept all and
embrace all within the sport and play an
active role in transitioning fishing as we know
it, to a sport that many can love and relate to.
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Victoria - Alex King GFAA Executive
With Covid-19 restrictions in full swing for a second round in Victoria,
this time fishing is still allowed and there has been some great fishing
all over our state. In late June and early July just prior to stage 3
restrictions being enforced again in Melbourne metro and surrounds, some lucky people
had just enough time to head down to Lakes Entrance to chase broadbill swordfish with
some consistent catches of fish up to the 180kg mark. The south west has been
producing some quality southern bluefin tuna ranging from 10kg through to the
consistent captures of XXL models upwards of 120kg.
Aaron Vinson – Lakes Entrance broadbill swordfish

Over the past ten days there has been
consistent captures and a few big fish
lost opening up a potential new winter
fishery on our doorstep. Usually when
the game fishing scene is quiet in
Melbourne and boats are tucked during
the months of June – August we are now
seeing local boats out trolling lures
every fishable day.

In the past few
weeks with
restrictions in
place it has
made
Melbournians
focus on their
local grounds
out from Port
Phillip Heads
and Western
Port hunting
the elusive
‘Melbourne’
bluefin tuna.

Joss and Ryder Stroll - SBT

Over the past weeks some VGFC club
members and I have done upwards of
2000km searching for the bite only to
have boats hook-up near us on multiple
occasions. The exciting thing for me is
that people are getting the bite and
these fish are hanging around for
anglers to target seriously.
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Western Australia – John Cramer
GFAA Executive WA South
Once again, the clubs in the southern portion of WA have not had a great deal to report
since the last April newsletter was distributed, as most are only now just coming out of a
government imposed ‘hibernation period’.
Although there was some good dolphin fish activity leading up to the winter recovery of
the FADS from local Perth waters, courtesy of the Perth Game Fishing Club and
Recfishwest, there has been little excitement and few reports of fishing, or, club social
occasions.
Nearly without exception, all southern clubs (Geraldton and Districts Offshore Fishing
Club (GDOFC), Marmion Angling and Aquatic Club (MAAC) , Fremantle Sailing Club Game
Fishing Section (FSCGFSec), Perth Game Fishing Club (PGFC); Cockburn Power Boat Club
and the Naturaliste Game and Sports Fishing Club) have all just begun having social
and/or club meetings to reinvigorate interest and entice members to return to social and
fishing days on the water: common goals.
PGFC and FSCGFSec both have snapper comps in August, ahead of the annual closure,
and it is hoped that all local cubs will be supportive of each event.
Aside from the above, now that our own state internal boarder restrictions have begun
to ease, some southern anglers are beginning to venture to the warmer climate further
up our coast, getting away from the rougher winter waters, normally expected at this
time of year.

Just when you thought it
safe to go fishing – a
suggested reminder.
On a recent adventure to
Exmouth, I experienced a
regretful reminder of the
lack of an essential piece of
equipment all skippers (if
not boating anglers) should
carry as part of their tackle.
Having noted that, I would
hope a lot already do.
The situation and reminder
occurred within a moment’s
lapse of thinking, due to a hook up with another person’s line, who was fishing on the
opposite side of the boat.
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The story really begins at the point in
time when my terminal tackle
reached the surface and one of my
size 12 stainless steel inline circle
hooks had simply picked up the other
angler’s line. As there was no tangle
and no fish were involved, the
immediate decision was to lift all my
terminal gear onboard, rest the
heavy sinker on a platform to remove
any weight and then to simply lift the
line from the crook of the offending
hook and drop it back over the side.
A simple task.
However, as fate often intervenes, it only took a split second when everything well
intended became a day to partially regret. After resting the sinker as noted above and
putting the rod in a holder, the right-hand grabbed the offending hook by the shaft,
whilst at the same time, the left hand reached forward to lift the line from the inside of
the hook. It was at that precise moment that a decent fish/shark decided that a
succulent morsel, on the other angler’s line, was ripe for the taking.
Result – the line was ripped from the left hand, took a turn or two around the hook and
then successfully threaded the hook between the first and second knuckle (top side) of
the middle finger of the right hand. With the ‘fish’ no doubt experiencing a similar fate in
the jaw, there was a speedy reaction and the whole right hand was pulled very
unceremoniously toward the side of the boat. Hook neatly threaded through the finger.
I’ll spare the reader the rest of the somewhat painful episode and cut straight to the
resolution of extracting the hook once the fish departed (fortunately bit through the line
after a few painful minutes) which is the real point of this whole story.
The problem escalated once it was realized that all side cutters available on the boat, in
order to cut the shaft of the hook so that the barb side could be withdrawn, literally,
were simply not up to the task required. After a bit of sole searching, the only solution
was to cut the tip of the hook off and flatten the barb back against the shaft so that the
hook could be reversed through the wound. All done whilst putting on a brave front.
Lessons re-learnt:
•

Always tie off the other persons line to a railing, or some other part of the boat,
before disentangling even the simplest tangle. Especially if the other persons line
is left dangling in the water still baited.

•

Carry a small pair of bolt cutters on the boat, or, in your tackle bag.

Neither of these suggestions are new, but they are not always adhered to, even by, it irks
me to say, seasoned fisherpersons. 200mm power bolt cutters, purchased for between
$40 and $95 (depending on quality) should be an essential piece of equipment on a boat,
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especially if venturing well off-shore. A hook in any part of the body can potentially ruin
a day out, not only for the ‘unfortunate recipient’, but also for everyone else onboard.
Tip - Whether you have a pair of bolt cutters, or not, it is generally (and hopefully) rare
that you would need to use them. In which case, take the time to ensure they are clean
and free of any rust, or, other fishy contaminant and ‘cryovac’ them before you put them
into storage / your bag. This not only helps to reduce future rusting, but also serves to
maintain some level of sanitizing.
Tight lines
John Cramer
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Junior Tournament - Kevin Oates
National Junior Tournament Coordinator
Hi everyone
Hopefully by now all Juniors have received their Annual Junior Tournament Newsletter
and gift voucher in the mail. If you haven’t, please check the address registered on the
GFAA website and amend any details where necessary – use the “Edit Profile” tab in the
Junior Tournament section.

Tait Missen
Image Finlay
Patalano

Fishing for the 2020-2021 tournament
recommenced on 1st July. It is pleasing to see
some of our anglers have been in a position to
get out and land a few. Most of the action
appears to have been off Fraser Island in
southern Queensland where visiting Victorian
angler Tait Missen has been able to T&R 12
black marlin on light tackle over a week. Ben
Massurit from the Sunshine Coast GFC has also
been out amongst these small black marlin and
has also T&R a total of 13 black marlin on ultralight tackle.
Other tags recorded were also a black marlin by
PJ Bennet also on the Queensland Sunshine
coast and Mia Wright from the Sydney GFC with
a 60kg blue shark.

No decision has been made yet
I
regarding the presentation of the Annual
m
awards, this has been discussed by athe
Executive and we will advise furthergin
due course. We will however have to
e act
in line with Government requirements in
place at the time so planning at this
stage is extremely hard to implement.
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Ben Massurit

With the continuing Covid-19 crisis affecting some states more than others, we do hope
you are in a position to get out and enjoy a fish. Most of all, please stay safe with your
families and take all the necessary precautions with regards to this virus.
Good fishing & tight lines
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Records – Peter Babarskas
Life Member, Records Officer and Rules Committee Chair

New records from 3rd April to 9th July 2020
Category

Species

Line
Class

Angler

Junior
Female

Shortbill
Spearfish

15

Mia Wright

25.90

NSW

Junior
Female

Blue Marlin

15

Mia Wright

99.80

NSW

Male - Fresh
water, Heaviest
Line Class

Carp

2

Ashley Brandom

8.80

SA

Junior
Female

Cobia

1

Jesse Sutton

6.20

WA

Junior
Female

Spangled
Emperor

1

Jesse Sutton

3.50

WA

Aust

Small Fry
Male

Brassy
Trevally

4

Max Grasso

6.08

WA

Aust

Female
10:1

Blue Marlin

24

Tara Rowe

267.50

NSW

Aust

Male

Golden
Trevally

2

Matt Gates

10.20

WA

Aust, World
pending

Eagle Ray

3

Elizabeth
Contos

10.40

SA

Aust

Eagle Ray

3

Alan Foreman

12.00

SA

Aust

Black Marlin

10

Madison Fairlie

62.30

NSW

Aust

Tailor

1

Tom Miller

4.25

WA

Aust

Tailor

2

Tom Miller

4.88

WA

Aust

1000 lb

Tiger Shark

37

Jason Hewitt

515.20

NSW

Aust

Female

Gold Spot
Trevally

1

Anna Passmore

2.15

WA

Aust

Female
Land based

Male
Land Based

Small Fry
Female
Male
Land Based

Male
Land Based
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Links - Click on logo to visit the state website
GFAA

Northern
Territory

New South
Wales

Queensland

South Australia

Tasmania

Victoria

Western
Australia

Juniors Facebook

Subscriptions
CLICK HERE to subscribe to direct distribution. Insert in your name, club and email
address.
GFAA undertakes not to use, share or retain any subscriber information for any purpose
other than the delivery of this Newsletter.

Contribution and Contributors
Would you like to share your club’s or members’ achievements? Any club or member of a
GFAA affiliated club is encouraged to contribute to the next issue of the GFAA newsletter.
Articles of a general or specific nature in Word format with high resolution images are
welcome. GFAA reserves the right to edit content.
Email to secretary@gfaa.asn.au

Contributors to this issue: Peter Babarskas, Ian Bladin, Peter Coote, Peter Cox,
John Cramer, Rolf Czaybaski, Shane Hodgens, Alex King, John Munro, Kevin Oates, Doug
Sanderson, and India Thompson.
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